April 9, 2020
WGHP FOX8 (PAID) (High Point, NC) — WGHP FOX8 aims to provide a robust, meaningful internship experience,
where students energize the workforce with fresh ideas and perspectives and in turn have the opportunity to be
inspired by the passionate work that is delivered each day across Tribune Company. WGHP FOX8 welcomes the
opportunity to get to know students who are interested in pursuing a career in media. Apply on EJN (ID: 22165) by
May 1st.
EPIX Entertainment (PAID) (New York, NY) — This summer, EPIX is seeking a Creative Services Intern to assist in
building and programming pages for all the content EPIX has to offer to its subscribers. This may include digital asset
aggregation, creation and management, as well as support editorial efforts in regard to brand voice, including copy
writing descriptions and synopses for movies. This is a part-time internship. Apply on EJN (ID: 22303).
The New York Times (PAID) (New York, NY) — The New York Times is looking for a Game Maker Intern to assist with
the brainstorming and creation of its games and puzzles section this summer. This intern will participate in ideation
and brainstorming sessions to conceive of new games, create paper prototypes and playtest to validate their ideas,
interview players and incorporate feedback on game design iterations, and work with software developers, UX
designers, and content creators to create compelling digital prototypes. Learn more and apply on EJN (ID: 22302).
The Climate Group (PAID) (New York, NY) — The Climate Group, an international non-profit organization with a
mission to accelerate climate action, is hiring an Events and Communications Intern this summer. This intern will
assist the Global Communications Team with maintaining the CWNYC 2020 Events Program website, drafting social
media content, assisting with engagement through direct and social media channels. and supporting US stakeholder
relationship management. Apply on EJN (ID: 22301).
Prosek Partners *Post-Grad* (PAID) (New York, NY) (Fairfield, CT) (Boston, MA) — Prosek Partners offers a fourmonth-long Public Relations Development Program designed to train the next generation of PR agency professionals.
These interns will develop a strong knowledge of the media landscape by building media lists, pitching and
establishing relationships with journalists, become an expert in reading and analyzing news trends and developing
timely pitch angles, and write content (messaging, press releases and pitches). Apply on EJN (ID: 22225).
Entegris (Bellerica, MA) — Entegris is hiring a Summer Communications Intern to support the company’s corporate
communications function. This intern will assist with the planning and design of editorial calendars, participate in
planning discussions and the drafting of communications to update customers about ongoing corporate
developments, and assist in the planning and development of presentations to update employees on the company’s
quarterly financial and business performance. To find out more and apply, look here.
Edelman (PAID) (Atlanta, GA) (Washington D.C.) — Edelman is seeking Digital & Integrated Marketing Interns to join
its team this summer. These interns will participate in strategic brainstorms, craft media lists and conduct research
on reporters, monitor and analyze media trends and social conversations for reports to clients, and more. This
internship begins in July 2020. To learn more and apply, click here.

APCO Worldwide (PAID) (Washington D.C.) — APCO Worldwide is looking for Global Marketing Interns to join its
team this summer. This position will support APCO's Global Marketing team in all aspects of the corporate function,
including but not limited to thought leadership, social media, internal communications and overall promotion of
APCO. The internship includes lunch and learns with senior-level staff members, hands-on experience in the industry
and exposure to a variety of projects with the potential to work across teams. Click here to apply.
Enterprise Community Partners (Columbia, MD) — Enterprise is hiring a Creative & Content Strategy Intern to work
at its Columbia headquarters this summer. This intern will employ their writing, editing, research and organizational
skills to support Enterprise’s internal communications programs as well as social media content for its channels.
Specific duties will include researching and developing content for social media channels and blog, interviewing staff
members, writing fun and engaging profile pieces, and more. To find out more, look here.
USA Today (PAID) (McLean, VA) — USA Today is seeking an Audience, Social & Graphics Intern to join its Audience
Team this summer. This intern will design graphics, illustrations, GIFs, video, motion graphics and other art for social
platforms to help illustrate and bring clarity to the news. This full-time internship gives interns the opportunity to
gain experience in a 24/7 deadline-driven newsroom. To learn more and apply, click here.
BSE Global (Brooklyn, NY) — BSE Global, which manages and controls the Brooklyn Nets and the Barclays Center, is
looking for summer interns to join its Video, Communications, Community Relations, PR and Marketing teams. BSE’s
Global Internship Program provides an excellent learning environment for students seeking an educational
opportunity within the sports and entertainment industry. This unpaid academic credit-based internship
program and will begin on June 1, 2020 and end on August 7, 2020. Click here to apply.
The Nature Conservancy (Durham, NC) — The Nature Conservancy, a global conservation organization dedicated to
conserving the lands and waters where wildlife resides, is seeking a Philanthropy & Communications Intern to join its
team this summer. This intern will be responsible for relaying the mission to diverse populations through social
media, developing new content and analyzing social media data to determine future social media strategy, writing
and designing content for the website, and more. Find out more here.
Nexstar (Philadelphia, PA) — Nexstar is looking for a Summer Graphic Artist Intern to assist with the creation of
motion graphics, print campaigns, web art and outdoor designs. This opportunity offers the chance to build your
portfolio with real world examples. Web Design responsibilities include assisting in the writing, editing, and all phases
of producing a website. Candidates should be familiar with Photoshop, Illustrator, Dreamweaver and Flash as well as
social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Click here to learn more.
DynaFlex (Saint Ann, MO) — DynaFlex is seeking a motivated part-time graphic designer or graphic communication
design student who enjoys a fast-paced work environment. This intern will design and provide marketing concepts
for various projects/ads for both internal and external usage, prepare materials for print or web and do small
updates to website as instructed. This part-time internship allows for a flexible schedule. Click here to apply.
PAE (Ashburn, VA) — PAE is seeking qualified students for an opportunity to gain experience within the U.S.
Government contracting industry, develop business acumen and problem-solving skills and expand their professional
network. This Digital Design Intern will be responsible for researching competitors and their influence, pitching their
own campaign concept with supporting KPIs, and brainstorming and curating the campaign look and feel from start
to finish. To learn more and apply, click here.

The School of Communications strives to provide accurate information to students from legitimate employers.
Because of the volume of internship postings received by our office, we cannot screen every listing. We do not
endorse the products or recommend the services of any of the employers listing internships through our office. We
are not responsible for the safety, wages, working conditions or other employment aspects of any internship listed
here. Students are urged to use common sense, caution, and practice due diligence in researching employers before
applying for any internship positions within a business or organization.
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